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              Free Movements. Zero Distraction.
            
SHOP NOW


  








  
    
      
                SPORTS PROTECTION FOR CHAMPIONS
              

                War Locker is on a mission to bring the latest technology to sports protection. Leveraging industry pros and our in-house design team, we are here to assist you to WIN CHAMPIONSHIPS.
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                3 LAYERS OF PROTECTION INSIDE
              

                      	
FIRST LAYER 
A protective hard outer shield capable of the worst.  


	
SECOND LAYER 
A shock-absorbent bridge foam layer to mitigateshock from multiple directions.


	 THIRD LAYER
 The primary flex cup has strategically placed wedges along its edges to move along with you. There is also a protective plate inside the middle of the belt to provide extra protection for your abdomen.
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                3  ADJUSTABLE POINTS
              

                
of enforcement together prevent the cup from shifting during movement or upon impact:  
  	  Adjustable middle belt
	  Adjustable side belt  
	   Adjustable under strap


 The adjustable middle belt, side belt, and under-strap provide you with ultimate control over the position and tightness of the cup. 
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        War Locker
A3 Jock™ Groin Protector
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      Regular price
      
        $84.99 USD
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          A3 JOCK VS ALTERNATIVES
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          A3 JOCK'S UNIQUE BENEFITS
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  ENDORSORS (AND MANY OTHERS)
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Jonathan Haggerty

 (ONE Championship World Champion)
 [image: ]
It's simply the best groin guard I've ever used. November 18th (2022), I will be using this in my bantamweight ONE Championship Debut.
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James de Lacey 

(Founder of Sweet Science of Fighting)
 [image: ]
This is not just a plastic cup. It’s a solid cup encased in foam that is extremely rigid. I felt my groin area was encased and protected from any accidental shots. Further, there was no bunching or trapping of my junk. It's why we've ranked this groin protector the best MMA cup with a jock strap.
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Coach René Dreifuss

 (Founder and Head Coach of Radical MMA)
 [image: ]
My students and I all love this gear, and many of them compete professionally. The A3 Jock's comfort is a complete game changer, especially for grappling sessions during which I could barely feel the gear at all. Highly recommend!
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